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Objectives

1. Define soil health and discuss why different words 
in the definition are important

2. List the primary functions of soil and impact on 
the environment or ecosystem

3. Describe importance of soil health in ag & society

NRCS | SHD | Introduction to Soil Health | v2.2

Cochrane, NRCS
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“If we are bold in our thinking, 

courageous in accepting new 

ideas, and willing to work with 

instead of against our land, we 

shall find in conservation 

farming an avenue to the 

greatest food production the 

world has ever known…”

-Hugh Hammond Bennett

September 18, 1943

Wikipedia
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What Functions Would We 
Like our Soil to Provide?

• Produce food, 
feed, fiber, 
biofuels & 
medicine

• Capture, filter, 
and store water

• Cycle and 
recycle 
nutrients

• Resilience to 
drought, flood 
& temp 
extremes

• Protect plants 
from pathogens 
and stress

• Detoxify 
pollutants

• Store C and 
moderate 
release of gases 

• Resist erosive 
forces

Cochrane, NRCS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask the class to brainstorm desirable soil functions. These can be recorded on a board or flipchart—Produce food and fiberCapture and store waterCycle nutrientsResilient to environmental stressorsDisease inhibition
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How does NRCS Define Soil Health?

The continued capacity of the 

soil to function as a vital 

living ecosystem that sustains 

plants, animal and humans.

Randy Mayers

NRCS | SHD | Introduction to Soil Health | v2.2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This definition focuses on the importance of soil function and soil as a living resource. When we speak of soil health, we are talking about improving the capacity of soil to function as a vital, living ecosystem that sustains plants, animals, and humans.“Health” is usually used in the context of a living organism so managing soils for optimum health, in a way, ensures they are sustainable/alive for future generations. This is the definition of Soil health we are using.  The term “Health” was purposely chosen instead of “quality”.  Quality implies analysis and quantifyingHealth implies management actions that leads to a condition or state, there is something that can be done to change it to a positive trendThe key to the definition is that soil health is:Continued capacity—implies rejuvenation and then sustainabilitySoil is a living ecosystem– recognize the ground beneath as a living ecosystem (Land use and ecosystem boundaries)Soil function – soils need to provide the basic functions for food & fiber production.How well is your soil functioning to feed and water your plants?  this definition focuses our efforts on the importance of managing soils within ecosystem and land use boundaries we are presented with, in a way that ensures they are sustainable for future generations. (Focus is on Management
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Soil with low 

resistance and high 

resilience

Soil Health and Function
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Adapted from Brady & Weil, 2008

Soil with low 

resistance and low 

resilience

Soil with high 

resistance

NRCS | SHD | Introduction to Soil Health | v2.2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BEFORE YOU ADD THE LINES TO THE FIGURE, SAY:Soils, like ecosystems will respond to disturbance in particular, sometimes predictable ways.  We can talk about a soil’s resistance and resilience.  Resistance related to a soil is its ability to remain relatively unchanged when exposed to disturbance.  Soils with high resistance are tolerant of disturbance.Resilience is the ability and rate of a soil to return to its pre-disturbance state.  Examples of disturbance would be extreme weather events.  Anything that stresses the system.We can plot relative soil function over time.  !00% is the functional capacity for a particular characteristic, for a particular soil, in a particular place.  Soils will differ in functional capacity.  Management often modifies the capacity of a soil.CLICK – a given soil will function at its capacity. CLICK – at time “X” a disturbance affects the soil.  Again, this could be drought, intense rainfall, physical disturbance, chemical disturbance,…CLICK AND DISCUSS HIGH RESISTANCE – resistant soils tolerate disturbance and maintain a relatively high functional capacity.CLICK AND DISCUSS LOW RESISTANCE AND HIGH RESILIENCECLICK AND DISCUSS LOW RESISTANCE AND LOW RESILIENCE**IN ORDER FOR SOILS TO “CONTINUE TO FUNCTION AS A VITAL LIVING ECOSYSTEM…” THEY WILL REQUIRE MANAGEMENT THAT LEADS TO GREATER RESISTANCE AND RESILIENCE, OR REQUIRE GREATER AND GREATER AMOUNTS OF INPUTS.  Developed by Dennis Chessman, USDA NRCS (Emeritus)
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↓Crop Yields
↑Hunger
↑Malnutrition

Ponding ↑
H2O Storage ↓

↓ Nutrient 
Availability

↑ Disease  

SOM ↓ ↓
Nutrients ↔ 

Topsoil ↔

↓ Infiltration
↑ Erosion

Aggregate
Stability ↓

↑ Crusting
↑ Surface           
Compaction

Downward Spiral 
of Soil Degradation

NRCS | SHD | Introduction to Soil Health | v2.2

↑ Tillage
↓ Residue
↓ Diversity

SOM ↓ 
Erosion ↑    

Compaction ↑

Adapted from Building Soils for Better Crops, 3rd ed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Up arrows are increasing- down arrows are decreasing and arrows that are horizontal indicates offsite movement or displacementThere are soil and broader societal consequences resulting from the way that annual crops are typically managed.When management includes routine, full-width tillage resulting in plant residue being buried, and minimal crop diversity (corn-beans), the resulting changes in soil can be described as a downward spiral.  Lead the class through the progression that inevitably results.This is the typical condition of annual cropland in the US.  Soils in this condition would be characterized low resistance and usually, low resilience.  Agricultural systems that seek to improve soil function can reverse these trends.
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Soil Aggradation Climb

NRCS | SHD | Introduction to Soil Health | v2.2

Adapted from Hatfield et.al.

Biological
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Cycling
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Noticeable Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Optional SlideProcess of soil aggradation with enhanced biological activityDepicts how soil changes when soil biology is enhanced with the stabilization of the soil biology being the first step in changing the soil organic matter content. Changes in soil organic matter manifest in the invisible processes of organic matter decay and nutrient cycling and finally in the visible processes of improved aggregate or soil structure and water availability.
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Characteristics of Soil Function Loss

NRCS | SHD | Introduction to Soil Health | v2.2

Lynn Betts, USDA-NRCS

Lynn Betts, USDA-NRCS Bob Nichols, USDA

University of Tennessee
Case IH

Inflation Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Degraded soils that have decreased function have telltale characteristics.  There is general agreement that weather events related to precipitation and temperature are becoming more extreme– more frequent and extensive drought, more intense rainfall events, higher temperatures.  Proper soil function should contribute to mediating some of these extreme events.  Inadequate water infiltrations can lead to water erosionPoor soil water storage capacity can result in greater incidence of crop drought stressAggregate instability makes some soils mud pits when it rainsAlthough nutrient and pesticide applications are important for maintaining crop production, excessive dependence on inputs are often an indication that soils are not significantly contributing to crop growth needs.  THIS WOULD BE AN APPROPRIATE PLACE TO INCORPORATE THE DEMONSTRATIONS 
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Producing More on Fewer Acres –
Development Pressure

• Between 1992 and 
2012, nearly 31 
million acres lost

• 11 million were best 
farmland acres in 
the nation

• 62% of all 
development was 
on farmland

Farms Under Threat, Farmland Trust, May, 2018

NRCS | SHD | Introduction to Soil Health | v2.2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Loss of soil function directly affects productivity.  Loss of productive capacity, especially in light of extreme weather, is compounded by the loss of farm and ranch acres.  Permanent loss of agricultural land threatens the food security of the nation, and means that the remaining lands must become more productive to meet food and fiber demands.  Can inputs continue to sustainably support the agricultural production required? Technology will contribute to improving productivity on acres, but improving the ability of soils to remain productive is critical to maintaining food (and national??) security.  
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Soil Health in Popular Press

The New York Times Magazine

NRCS | SHD | Introduction to Soil Health | v2.2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
THIS SLIDE SHOULD BE UPDATED REGULARLY WITH RECENT ARTICLES.  SUGGEST THAT EVERYTHING SHOULD BE WITHIN THE LAST 18 MONTHS.All the headlines are relatively current– 2008 to present.  Soil health is in the news.  Its not just the Ag media outlets, but general publications are writing about SH.This reflects the public interest, and is driving further farmer and general public interest in the topic.  
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Current Books Promoting Soil Health

NRCS | SHD | Introduction to Soil Health | v2.2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
THIS SLIDE SHOULD BE UPDATED PERIODICALLY AS NEW RELEVANT BOOKS ARE PUBLISHED.  Books are fueling interest in, and responding to interest in soil health.  Numerous recently published and re-published books, both popular and academic, are touting the benefits of, and providing management guidance for healthy soils at all scales for both producers and society.  
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Farmers are Catching the Vision of Improving 
Soil Function through Management ***

The Taylors, Helena, AR

David Daigle, Ragley, LA

Robby Bevis, Scott, AR

Robert Coker, 

Yazoo City, MS

The Andres, Lafayette, LA

The Durands, St. Martin Parish, LA

NRCS | SHD | Introduction to Soil Health | v2.2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
***THIS SLIDE SHOULD BE CHANGED FOR EACH LOCATION.  ASK THE LOCALS FOR PHOTOS OF SOIL HEALTH FARMERS.  THESE WERE COPIED FROM THE NACD SOIL HEALTH CHAMPIONS PAGE AND OBTAINED FROM NRCS PUBLIC AFFAIRS. There are farmers in your region of the country, and some in your state, who are beginning to understand that improving soil health is critical to the sustainability of their operations.  You could ask if anyone knows any of these producers.  DURING THE FOLLOWING SESSIONS WE WILL DIVE INTO HOW WE CAN MANAGE TO IMPROVE THE FUNCTION OF OUR DEGRADED SOILS
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